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S te ve P or ca r o
All th is a n d
TOTO t oo

Steve Porcaro found success early
and never lost it. After serving
briefly as Boz Scaggs’s backing
band, he and a group of young
musicians christened themselves
Toto and launched a long string of
platinum albums, generating such
classic rock staples as „Hold the
Line,“ „Rosanna,“ and „Africa.“

drummer years before Toto formed.

“We never played a nightclub in our lives,“
says Steve, speaking from his Southern California studio. „Toto never played an audition or did a showcase for the label. They
saw us onstage with Boz Scaggs, we knew
we wanted to be with that same record
company, and it all happened pretty fast.“

„My dad and Jeff showed me how high the
bar was, just how good you had to be,“
says Steve. „You couldn’t just be good at

lot together, and I’m still sitting on some unreleased songs we worked on, with finished
lead vocals and everything.“

this groove or that groove — you had to be

While Porcaro is a gifted pianist, he’s made

a completely well-rounded musician. You

his biggest mark as a synthesizer player and

also had to play well with others — and I’m

programmer. „When I was getting started,“

not just talking about music! You have to

he remembers, „I’d look around at what

learn a lot about diplomacy if you want to

other session keyboardists were doing.

get hired more than once.“

I had to ask myself, ‘How can I compete

Steve managed to follow in their successful footsteps. When he wasn’t working with
Toto, he played sessions for such artists as
Earth, Wind & Fire, Pink Floyd, Miles Davis,
Bette Midler, the Brothers Johnson, Chicago, Don Henley, George Benson, Sarah

Steve left the band in the late ’80s, but rejoi-

Vaughan, Yes, Rod Stewart, Lionel Richie,

ned 2010 in time to tour with a new confi-

Christina Aguilera, Quincy Jones, and

guration featuring drummer Simon Phillips.

Chris Brown. He’s also composed many

(Jeff Porcaro, the group’s original drummer

hits for other artists, including „Human

and Steve’s elder brother, passed away in

Nature,“ a high-light of Michael Jackson’s

1992.) Meanwhile, bassist Nathan East fills

earth-shaking Thriller album.

in for the third Porcaro brother, Mike, who

mething bubbling underneath. We wrote a

with David Foster, David Paich, and Michael
Omartian?’ I couldn’t! I had nowhere near
their talent. But I saw a niche for myself with
the synthesizer, and I just went with it.“
And so began a decades-long partnership
with Yamaha. Steve often relied on the
Yamaha CS-80, a 200-pound synth famed
for its fat analog sounds. He was also an
early adopter of the company’s groundbreaking digital synth, the DX7, and even
helped unveil it at the 1983 NAMM show.
„I felt like we were pretty leading-edge back
in those days, and Yamaha was a big part

„Working with Michael was amazing,“ re-

of that. I had a great relationship with pro-

calls Steve. „I’d been a fan from the Jack-

duct development, as well as the artist pro-

Steve partly credits his success to two fa-

son 5 days, and I wound up playing on all

gram. Yamaha’s product specialists have

mily role models: his dad, famed session

his solo albums except the last one. There

always been amazing, and I know that all

percussionist Joe Porcaro, and Jeff, who’d

was always something special about him.

the guys who program the sounds are gig-

established himself as a leading session

Everyone who worked with him sensed so-

ging musicians themselves.“

is battling ALS.
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Nowadays Porcaro is a fan of Yamaha’s

ries Justified, a recent winner of a presti-

MOTIF series keyboards. „I would always

gious Peabody Award. „It’s sort of a ‘wild

have the original MOTIF 7 under my arm

east’ show starring Timothy Oliphant from

whenever I ran off to do a gig,“ he says. „It

Deadwood as a federal marshal,“ he exp-

had all the classic go-to sounds, plus lots of

lains. „It’s set in places like Kentucky and

stuff I’d never heard before. Now I’m get-

Florida, and features lots of moonshiners

ting into the new MOTIF XF7. It seems like

and rednecks. Much of the score is guitar-

a big step forward, in terms of having more

based, Appalachian-flavored stuff, so I

knobs so it’s easier to program. It also has

have Mark Bonilla, a guitarist, as my right-

lots more power, so you can do things like

hand guy. It’s a very different direction for

have separate effects on different patches

me, but I like it because I have to use my

within a multi-sound.“

imagination so much.“

Another current workhorse is his CP5 Stage

Despite Porcaro’s current success, he’s

Piano. „We got it just days before we left

well aware that these aren’t exactly boom

for the Toto tour, and I’m loving it for Rho-

times for musicians. „This is a real tough

des sounds,“ says Steve. „I know that seems

business,“ he says. „I tell kids, if there’s

like a cliché, since it seems like everyone’s

something else you can do for a living,

been doing that sound. But most of them

do it. On the other hand, if you really are

sound cheap and cheesy, and some of the

amazingly talented, you can succeed. My

software-synth versions are just horrible —

advice is to think about what will give you

and I’m a guy who loves soft synths! But

your best shot. Discover what’s truly unique

the sound of the CP5 is pretty much un-

about you, no what matter what that is, and

surpassed. And then there’s the feel. The

follow that.“

action and overall playability of Yamaha
keyboards are so much better than on any
other 88-note synth keyboard I’ve ever
played.“

G U I DE
03|2012

There is a video available to this interview
on Yamaha‘s All Access 360 platform:
http://www.yamaha.com/allaccess360/artists/porcaro_steve.asp

And as if Steve weren’t busy enough, he’s
also the composer for the FX Network se-
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S o und li b r a r y „ Liv e I n s t r u m e n t s “
now fo r MO X , S 90/ S 70X S , a n d
MOTI F-RACK X S
For several months now
the sound library „Live
Instruments“ is available
for MOTIF XF and MOTIF XS.
But now this very popular
soundset is available for
MOX6 / MOX8, S90/S70XS,
and MOTIF-RACK XS, too.
This is not a matter of course
since the XF / XS version is
based on 128 MB of samples,
which had to be replaced
by internal waveforms in a
complicated programming
work.

Andrea Pavanello is one of the heads
of the italian rock band Centrica and
is a graduate of the school of Dream
Theater keyboardist Jordan Rudess,
with whom he is friends.
Read a full interview with Andrea
Pavanello in the issue 10/2010 of the
Music Production Guide.
For

more

information

on

„Live

Instruments“ and a wide variety of
mp3 demos visit:
http://www.easysounds.de/

This was achieved admirably by
Hans-Peter Henkel alias hape13,
who performed this task with great
dedication. And not only that - he
added 36 original Voices to the library,

• Progressive Analog Leadsynths (Mini

these are brand new creations as well as

Moog Classics / JP-8 Stereo Sync)

other live-optimized Voices.
Special delicacies are his electric pianos

• Legendary D50 sounds like Fantasy
Bell, Staccato Heaven...

(„Hape‘s EP“), which were created under

A very special highlight of the soundset are

the influence of the MOTIF XF soundset

the impressive „Distorted Leadsynths“ which

Chick‘s Mark V. Read more about that in

remind of lead guitars - when played with

the article „MOTIF XF: Chick‘s Mark V -

appropriate playing techniques.

A new presentation of a classic“ in this
issue of the Music Production Guide.

For the recording of the demo song „Rock
Live“, the Italian keyboardist Andrea Pava-

„Live instrument“ includes a high-quali-

nello was committed, who is a master in the

ty collection of sounds of the categories

effective use of distorted leadsynth sounds.

piano, electric piano, clavinet, organ,
mellotron, strings, brass section, and synth.

Live Instruments Upgrade for

So it is a selection of popular instruments

MOTIF XS/XF

that the keyboardist in a band needs again
and again.
Here are some highlights from the sound
library, which includes a total of 100 Voices
and 45 Performances:
• Rock & Pop Piano
• Electric Piano (Rhodes, DX)
• Clavinet
• Mellotron
• Vintage Stringensemble
• Big Brass Section
• Distorted Rock-Leads

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM

Those who already have purchased the MOTIF XS/XF version of Live Instruments or
are going to purchase it, may acquire the MOX version for an special upgrade price of
10 EUR.
Doing so has the following advantages:
• The Voices can be used without samples, keeping the sample memory free for
other sound sets. Undoubtedly, without samples some compromises must be made
soundwise, but those are mostly negligible in live situations with a band. For studio
productions the sample-based version can still be used
• You will get additional 36 new Voices, including „Hapes electric pianos“ among
others
The upgrade can be found in the „Upgrade“ category of the EASY SOUNDS online shop.
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MOTI F Exp lo r i n g S o u n d :
P h at An a lo g

The

Exploring

The Minimoog, which came to the market

Many instrument manufacturers and soft-

Sound wants to provide you with

workshop

series

at the beginning of the 1970s and was one

ware developers have copied the Minimoog

tips, ideas and examples of creative

of the first commercially successful analog

because of its great characteristics. Using

use of Voices and Performances for

synthesizers, is known for its clear, present

the Yamaha MOTIF.

sound and extremely simple control and

To allow as many users as possible to participate in this series, all examples focus on
the MOTIF without additional software support, such as the Voice Editor. Some of the
presented sounds can also be heard on the
internet. And don‘t worry, you don‘t have to
be a synth expert!

performance. One of his three powerful
oscillators alone is enough to provide a
powerful sound, which is absolutely con-

the Yamaha MOTIF the Minimoog conve
niently advances within reach without
having to have the original.

The Sample

vincing for synth basses and leads - thanks

Content of Phat

to the Moog cascade filter (24db Lowpass)

Analog

and the fast filter envelope generator with

The soundset „Phat Analog“ provides a

Attack, Decay, Sustain. But the basic sound

pool of 128 Voices (all versions), and

alone is only half the battle. For the solo

32 Performances (for MOTIF XS / XF and

After I introduced you to the soundset Chil

sounds, many keyboard players use effects

related models). There are two ways for

Xperience in the last episode, with its mix

such as distortion or delay and played their

of soft acoustic instruments and spherical

Minimoog leads in a way a guitar player

electronic sounds, it‘s now time for classic

would play his.

synthesizers:

programmings sounds that often cross
over. The first way is: Simply use the internal Waveforms of the MOTIF and program
analogue synthesizer sounds. But to fol-

a

low the second way is even better: Use the

Phat Analog is a timeless collection of

„spartan“ configuration. There‘s even no

special Minimoog or Jupiter-8 samples to

samples from the Moog Minimoog and

LFO (Low Frequency Oscillator) provided,

Roland Jupiter-8. Stylistic role models were

for appropriate modulation (like vibrato or

both old and new prominents - Pink Floyd,

filter-wah) oscillator 3 is to be used. So Bob

Manfred Mann, Jan Hammer, or Jordan

Moog‘s instrument is certainly a very good

Rudess of Dream Theater. The main focus

example that it is not a massive number of

the details: The recordings are from the

are Minimoog synth leads in many variants,

features, but a high quality of a few compo-

Minimoog with the serial number 12751E,

being available for expressive solo parts.

nents that makes a good sound.

MIDI-fied by Lintronics.

The

Minimoog

basically

provides

create new sounds using the tone generator
elements of the MOTIF. This is the preferable way based on the 32 User Waveforms
from the Phat Analog version for MOTIF
XS, XF and ES. And if you want to know

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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The Waveforms 20

perfect overall sound. Apart from the synth

and 21 feature that

basses most Minimoog sounds are pro-

special

cessed with effects.

Minimoog

character, for they
are

recordings

of

three detuned oscillators with different
range (octave) settings.

becomes most impressive if you imitate the
single trigger mode of the original Mini
moog. This means that you trill with two
notes (second, fourth, octave, etc.), while

more

one of these notes is held. You will notice

„Moogish“
not

just

raw oscillator waves,
but also filters and
envelopes are recor-

Phat Analog features 32 Multisamples taken

ded. You can hear

from the Minimoog and Jupiter-8

such recordings on

A good way to start is to first try and listen

Now play some of the synth leads. Soloing

The sound gets even
whenever

Integrated Sampling – select and play new User Waveforms.

Oscillators

the Waveforms 26
to 30. These are basses with a short de-

the following sound characteristics: The
attack phase is only heard at the first
keystroke, all subsequently legato-played
notes miss that attack phase. This sound
behavior can be perfectly heard with the
Voices 057 „Atmo Lead 1 AF1&2“ and
065 „Attack Pulse“ - please try and de
activate the Portamento on the latter: Press
F2 (Porta) and set Switch to „off“. Now the

to all of the Waveforms separately. It‘s easy:

cay of the filter. Particular attention should

Load the ALL file into your MOTIF and press

be paid to „MiniBass B“: This special mix

moog. Trills become less fluid, because eve-

the INTEGRATED SAMPLING button. Using

of detuned oscillators, punchy attack and

ry single keystroke triggers the slow attack

light dirt from the noise generator can not

on the filter - you are „out breaked“ by the

be imitated with the internal Waveforms

filter envelope, so to speak.

the parameter at the top of the display you
can now skip through the Waveforms of

of the MOTIF alone. The noise genera-

Phat Analog and try them. Except for some

tor itself is featured as a sample (31 Pink

Waveforms such as „Saw JP 1Osc“ the sour-

Noise and 32 White Noise). You see, it is

ce material is based on two oscillators and
offers some special features concerning oscillator and filter settings. Waveforms 02-05

sound behaves differently from the Mini

With the MOTIF you have more flexibility
than with analog synthesizers: You can use
the AF1/2 buttons to quickly switch between

really worth to use the User Waveforms.

different oscillator modes, which could not

By the way, by listening to the individual

be done with the Minimoog - or at least

Waveforms, you will quickly understand

not that quick. Try it with Voice 001 „Sync

why effects are very welcome to create a

Power AF1&2“: First, an oscillator sync

represent an oscillator sync with sawtooth

Single trigger like on the original Moog? Use Portamento and the oscillators

and square waves of the Roland Jupiter-8.

behave like on the monophonic Minimoog

The sound of an oscillator-sync is especially
suitable for programmming synth leads.
Beat effects for pads and other sounds
can be done with two mutually detuned
oscillators within the MOTIF, however the
oscillators of analog synthesizers respond
differently soundwise. This special behavior
can be recreated using samples: The Waveforms 09-14 (Lite Det) represent slightly
detuned oscillators, the Waveforms from
15 to 17 (MidDet) represent an larger
detuning. These „detuned“ samples also
have the advantage to spare you some
Elements in favor of polyphony and a more
manageable sound programming.

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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Effects
The Minimoog sound is pure clarity and richness, but additional effects make the
icing on the cake. Use the correct insert effects to add some dirt and life to the clean
basic sound. A good example is provided with the Voice 006 „Distorted Chorus“. As the
name implies, here the effect „Comp Distortion“ is used for Insertion A. Call up the effect
parameters by pressing F6 (Effect) and SF2 (Ins A). The MOTIF offers several presets for
each effect algorithm, but it is worth it to make your own sound by experimenting with the
different parameter values. In this Voice the EQ settings characterize the sound.
Controller assignments are done
quite easy. Use them to set the
controllers to fit your needs

Tip: Change the values and from to time compare the current state with the original
settings by pressing the Edit/Compare
button.
For rock lead sounds - you know,
those sounds to compete with the

sound is available, after pressing the AF1

guitarist of your band - you should

button, the sound becomes „larger“, while

also

pressing AF2 results in two oscillators detuned by an octave. So during a solo, you
can switch between very different synth lead

take

the

„Comp

Distortion“

effect but with the „VCM Auto Wah“
in front of it. The Voice 004 „Rock
Giant AF1&2“ demonstrates this effect
chain.

sounds - get this advantage.
Effect to add some „natural“ dirt and for distorted rock sounds –
the Comp Distortion

Controller
Settings
Conclusion
Direct intervention into the sound inner
vates every synthesizer performance. For

So much for a few insights into the analog
extension for the MOTIF. But this is not the

Phat Analog many good defaults are alrea-

end: You can look forward to Phat Ana-

dy programmed, but every keyboardist has

log II, a soundset which imitates the clas-

his own personal idea of how and when the

sic Oberheim polyphonic synthesizer for

LINKS
Video:
www.youtube.com/user/motifnews
Produkt:

MOTIF users. But for now have fun with the

www.easysounds.de

sound should be modulated. So call up the

Minimoog derivatives!

The soundset „Phat Analog“ is available

controller settings page by holding down

Matthias Sauer

for the following Yamaha synthesi-

the Edit button and press F4. Try doing that

www.app-sound.com

with the Voice 004 „Rock Giant AF1&2“.
Up to six individual controller assignments

zers and tone generators: MOTIF XF,
MOTIF XS, MOX, S90 XS, S70 XS, S90 ES,
MOTIF-RACK

XS,

MOTIF-RACK

ES,

MO6 / MO8

can be created, a controller can be even
addressed twice. For the Voice 004 the
Modulation Wheel (Cntr. 01) controls both
the typical vibrato for solo sounds (Ctrl
Set 1) and the vibrato speed (Ctrl Set 5).
Increase the value for LFO speed to +15
or higher, to create a fast vibrato or a growl
effect. This growl effect can also be triggered via Aftertouch as well. Simply select
„AfterTch“ as the source for the Ctrl Set 5.
Basically, it‘s very easy to assign the controllers to their tasks.

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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MOT I F XF :
C h i c k ‘ s M a rk V
A new
presentation
o f a c l a ssi c

„Just another E-Piano-Library...“

They were not done in the recording studio,

available from User Bank 2. Three demo

-

not to the samples and not in the MOTIF!

songs are loaded into the song memory.

That‘s what earns this soundset a unique

All Voices consist of four Waveforms for

feature.

different velocity ranges plus one for the

that‘s

perhaps

what

a

well

informed MOTIF user or reader of
the Music Production Guide might

release phase (KeyOff samples). Here

have thought, when he learned

one further speciality is revealed: The four

about the soundset „Chick‘s Mark

Waveforms are designed for distinctive
velocity ranges from „low“, „low-mid“,

V“. I admit to have ha dthis thought

„mid-high“ to „high“. But within each

- but only until I took a closer look

Waveform

at it and intensively worked with

assigned

this optional soundset. And now I

Every note between E0 and E6 of the

have to state: That mentioned first
thought isn‘t true at all.
The last issue of the Music Production
Guide already contained many details of
this soundset, from concept to finished product. Apart from the fact that I‘m always

the
to

Keybanks

different

are

velocity

again
ranges.

modified Fender Rhodes Mark V was reThe soundset „Chick‘s Mark V“

corded 15 times with different velocities.

contains 13 unique e-piano Voices

Eleven of these steps were used for this

„Chick‘s Mark V“ comes as an ALL file for

soundset, the remaining three are reserved

the MOTIF XF 6/7/8 with a size of about

to the master himself. I assume that this

420 MB. A ReadMe file provides informa-

small reduction was made in order to be

tion about the content and the installation
process. It is not possible to load the set

able to install the sounds onto a 512 MB
board.

very interested in such details, it gives you

into the SDRAM memory. A 512MB Flash

a different relation to the soundset. And I

Memory Board with enough free memory is

think it is very special that the mentioned

a minimum requirement for the soundset.

sound treatments were done on the original

After loading the set and installing the

These five User Waveforms represent

instrument itself.

samples into the Flash ROM 13 Voices are

the five Elements of the Voices

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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The extraordinary features of this soundset
have inspired me to a little experiment. I
tried to copy the sound character of Chick‘s
EPs with the standard tools of the MOTIF.
Without getting lost in details, I assume that
every MOTIF user who has some knowledge in sound programming, is aware of
the situation the described aspects created.
In a MOTIF neither eleven velocity ranges
are possible, nor can you assign a different
This excerpt of a Keybank list of a Waveform shows that the range

Element to each key.

of the Waveform low (Velocity Zone 0 - 64) is divided into the

But I very much again found that the qua-

three zones 0-49, 50-55 and 56-64
This inevitably means that the natural decay

lity of the samples in the MOTIF‘s ROM is

The first Voice „Chick‘s EP“ is programmed
without any reverb and modulation effects.

has to be modeled with the synthesizer‘s

Only on Insert A the VCM-501 equalizer

sound I fairly quickly came to a satisfactory

envelope generators (I will come back

result. The sustain phase made some larger

again to that later). But the samples used

problems. With the help of the amplitude

here are a real „treat for the ears“ - from

and filter envelopes (AEG & FEG), I spent

their very start to their complete decay. In

a long time trying to recreate the sound as

this regard, again, it was worth to use so

authentic as possible - but with limited suc-

many individual Keybanks. All 801 samples

cess. However, the results of my program-

(excluding KeyOff‘s) include their very

ming are included as „Hape‘s EP“ in the

own decay. The sound achieved by these

non-sample-version of the soundset „Live

efforts can only be outplayed by the original

Instruments“ for MOX, S70XS/S90XS, and

instrument.

MOTIF-RACK XS.

memory. For instance a recorded sample

The ReadMe file features information about

of C3 is also assigned to the adjacent keys

I can certainly approve the text with which

the special modifications of this Fender

the soundset Chick‘s Mark V is officially

Rhodes Mark V. Excerpts of this text were

advertised by Yamaha. For any aspiring

already published in the description of

MOTIF user and fan of realistic-sounding

the soundset in the last issue of the Music

electric pianos, the soundset is considered a

Production Guide.

must have. I would venture to say that there

does some light frequency adjustments.
This programming lets you immediately feel
the authenticity of the samples from the first
notes. The above-described distribution of
the samples into the velocity ranges results
in a really very realistic feel.
But the sound is even more impressive.
Normally, sample-based soundsets use
their samples for small keyboard ranges
- simply to reduce the need for sample-

B2, C#3, A#2, and D3 by transposing it.
As long as the sound does not become too
strange and the difference to the neighboring samples does not become audible, the
key range can be further extended. Howe-

simply outstanding. Concerning the basic

is nothing comparable available.

ver, as mentioned earlier, for the production

By using wooden hammers from the F#

of „Chick‘s Mark V“ every note between E0

below middle C the sound results in a

If you take the note for serious that the pro-

tremendous assertiveness. This presence

vided Voices are intended as a starter for

is especially helpful for solos by automa-

your own creations, their potential is a kind

tically lowering the left hand parts. Even

of long-term guarantee. And after all, this

without a direct A / B comparison I am cer-

soundset not only offers just any electric

ble detail. There is even a number to prove

tain that the details of the samples virtually

piano sound. We get the sound that Chick

it: The set contains nearly 900 Keybanks.

reflect the effect 1:1. The other Voices of the

Corea has played a whole tour! On the

soundset are essentially based on particular

downside, as so often: The dexterity is not

related Preset Voices of MOTIF series. The

included. So then, I have to practice now...

and E6 was recorded separately. Since a
Fender Rhodes creates its sound by means
of metal plates - which have an individual
sound character for each note - this extensive sampling procedure results in considera-

My personal „icing on the cake“: Each
sample has its - original! - sustain phase. It is well known, that it is an effective

effect settings roughly correspond to these

method to keep the memory require-

presets, the Elements were assigned with

ments of sample-based soundsets within

the optional Waveforms and the relevant

limits by simply looping portions of them.

parameters were programmed accordingly.

With regards
Hans-Peter Henkel
hp@hape13.de | www.hape13.de
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Y a mah a S y n t h -G uid e
Teil 4: MOTIF Klangarchitektur und Bedienelemente

This Synth Guide is a workshop
series which introduces you to the
basic concepts of synthesizers and
workstations with special reference
to the Yamaha MOTIF series.
A special feature of the MOTIF series is the
continuity in its sound architecture and operation. So if you have once understood the
device‘s concept you can apply this knowledge on the following models.
The following devices are primarily considered:
• MOTIF XF
• MOTIF XS
• MOX

cepts of the MOTIF series described in the

Please take a look at the diagram in which

last episode.

the different sound layers of the MOTIF are
shown.

The structure of

The basic sound of the MOTIF is called a

the MOTIF

Voice.

You will find it much easier to operate the

A Voice consists of up to eight Elements.

MOTIF when you have an understanding of

Each Element has a Waveform (a Preset or

its basic structure.

User Wave) assigned, which is then modulated like an „oscillator“ by the sound
modules Filter, Amp, Pitch, LFO, EQ, etc.
to a partial sound. The overall structure
of a Voice consists of the Elements, the
Effects and the Arpeggiator.

• MOTIF-RACK XS

The next level is either a Performance,

• S90 XS

a Song or a Pattern, which each have

However, owners of older models such as
the MOTIF „Classic“ or the MOTIF ES can
also benefit from this workshop series,
since, as stated above, the basic sound
architecture is unchanged throughout the

assigned Voices to a different number of
Parts.
Performances consist of maximum four
Parts that can be layered on top of each

complete MOTIF series (including S-and

other or split over distinct keyboard

MO-series).

ranges. These Parts are controlled via a

This episode is about the sound architec-

common MIDI channel („Basic RcvCh“).

ture of the MOTIF and basic operating

Performances are important for live use

steps. We are refering to the basic con-

or for very complex sound-combinations.

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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Songs and Patterns can use up to 16 nor-

The Bank buttons are used to select the

The following sections show how to use the

mal Parts, which can be set in the Mixing

Voice Banks (PRE1 to USER DR) and the

Number buttons in each mode and what to

Mode. Each Part can be assigned to an
individual MIDI channel, but several parts
can also be assigned to the same MIDI

Performance Banks (USER1 to USER3 or
USER4). In addition, they select the Main
Categories when the CATEGORY SEARCH

But before we start, here‘s a short notice

function is activated (see sub-label of the

for those users who have previously worked

channel.

buttons).

The top level is the Master Mode, which is

The Group buttons are used to select the

used to sum up the programs of the other

Voice or Performance Groups A - H. These

Modes. So the Master programs can be
assigned to either Voices, Performances,
Songs, or Patterns. In addition the masterkeyboard functions can be used to control
external MIDI devices from different zones.

have to bear in mind.

consist of 16 programs each. They can also
choose the Sub Categories when the CATE-

with an older MOTIF synthesizer (eg MOTIF ES): On the MOTIF XS / XF the buttons
PROGRAM and PERFORMANCE CONTROL were added. And instead of the com-

GORY SEARCH function is activated..

bined MUTE/SOLO button separate MUTE

The function of the Number buttons

and SOLO buttons were added. These new

1 - 16 depends on the status of the [TRACK

buttons result in an advanced operational

SELECT], [MUTE], [SOLO] and [PERFOR-

concept.

MANCE CONTROL] buttons, as shown in

Bank- / Group- /

the table below.

Number buttons

In addition to the modes listed in the table

The selection of Voices and Performan-

Vo ice P l ay Mo de

the [PROGRAM] button is of importance,

The Voice Play mode is used to select

for it is used to return to the selection of

and play the Voices. In this mode, the

ces are done with the Bank, Group, and

Voices or Performances in the respective

PROGRAM button is activated by default.

Number buttons.

PLAY Mode.

The selection of the Voice can then be done
using the Bank / Group / Number buttons.
If necessary, activate the TRACK button to
set the MIDI Transmit Channel using the
Number keys 1 - 16. Hit the PROGRAM
button to return to the Voice selection.
PERFORMANCE CONTROL, MUTE and
SOLO have no function here.

Vo ice E dit Mo de
The Voice Edit mode is used for the editing
and programming of Voices.
If the TRACK button is activated, the
COMMON

EDIT

button

selects

the

Common part and the Number buttons
1 to 8 the corresponding Elements 1 - 8 to
be edited.
If the MUTE button is activated, the Number
buttons mute the Elements 1 - 8.
And if the SOLO button is switched on, the
Elements can be soloed.
PROGRAM

and

PERFORMANCE

CONTROL have no function here.

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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P e r f orman c e Play Mo de

Maste r P l ay Mo de

S o ng Mixing / Patte r n M i x i ng

In this mode, the PROGRAM button is

In the Master Play mode the PROGRAM

In the Song and Pattern Mixing mode,

activated by default, so the Bank / Group /

button is active by default.

the TRACK button is turned on by default,

Number buttons are used to select the

Since there is only one Master Bank, the

Performances.

Bank selection is fixed to USER1. The Group

PERFORMANCE CONTROL allows a com-

and Number buttons are used select from

prehensive and very effective control. With

the 128 Master-Programs.

this button activated, the Number buttons

If a Voice or Performance is assigned to the

[1] - [16] are assigned to the following

Master, switching on the TRACK button lets

functions, which are also indicated by the

you set the MIDI transmit channel using the

label below each Number key:

Number buttons 1 - 16. But if a Song or
Pattern is assigned to the Master, activating

allowing the selection of the 16 Mixing Parts
using the Number buttons.
The MUTE button allows you to mute the
Mixing Parts.
The SOLO button allows you to soloe a
Mixing Part.
Activate the PROGRAM button to select the
Voice assigned to the Parts using the Bank /
Group / Number buttons.

the TRACK button lets you select the Song‘s

PERFORMANCE CONTROL has no function

or Pattern‘s Track.

here.

Hit the PROGRAM button to go back to the

Mixing Vo ice E dit

If the TRACK button is active, the Number

selection of Master programs.

keys 1 - 16 are used to set the MIDI Trans-

PERFORMANCE CONTROL, MUTE, and

mode by pressing F6 („Vce Edit“) and works

mit Channel.

SOLO have no function here.

just like the Voice Edit mode (see above).

Maste r E dit Mo de

S o h e r e ‘s a s umma ry:

buttons 1 - 4. However, the mute function

The Master Edit mode is used for the editing

In the Play modes the Number keys are

is also contained in the PERFORMANCE

of the Master programs (especially of the

primarily used for the selection of the

CONTROL function described above, whe-

Master Zones). In this mode the TRACK but-

corresponding

re the Number buttons 9 - 12 can be used

ton is activated by default. The COMMON

to mute the Parts.

EDIT button selects the Common part, the

This mode is available from the Mixing

If the MUTE button is activated, the Parts
1 - 4 can be muted using the Number

If the SOLO button is switched on, you can
use the Number buttons to solo a Part.

only

are used to set the MIDI Transmit Channel.
In

Zones 1 - 8 to be edited.

between TRACK (selection of Common and

MUTE, and SOLO have no function.

the

Voice

Edit

mode

you

switch

Elements), MUTE (to mute Elements), and
SOLO.
In the Performance Edit mode it is

Performance selection..

advisable

So ng and Patte r n Mo de
P e r f orman c e Edit Mo de

The

Number buttons 1 - 8 select the Master

PROGRAM, PERFORMANCE CONTROL,
Hit the PROGRAM button to return to the

programs.

exception: If the TRACK button is active, they

to

use

the

PERFORMANCE

CONTROL function.

In the Song and Pattern mode, the TRACK

In the Song and Pattern mode you switch

The Performance Edit mode works similarly

button is activated by default, allowing the

as the Performance Play mode. There are

between TRACK (selection of Tracks or

selection of the 16 Song/Pattern Tracks

Parts), MUTE (muting of Tracks or Parts),

only two exceptions:

using the Number buttons.

and SOLO.

If the PROGRAM button is active, the Bank /

The MUTE button allows you to mute the

Use PROGRAM to return to the program se-

Group / Number buttons are used to select

Song/Pattern Tracks.

lection in all modes.

the Voice (Bank + Number) for the currently

The SOLO button allows you to solo a

selected Part of the Performance.

Song/Pattern Track.

If the TRACK buttons is switched on, the

If the PROGRAM button is switched on, the

Parts 1 - 4 can be selected.

Group / Number buttons are used to select

PERFORMANCE CONTROL, MUTE and

Songs/Patterns.

SOLO have the same function as in the

PERFORMANCE

Performance Play mode.

function.

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM

Important
controls
To the left of the Bank/Group/Number
keys the instruments MOTIF XS/XF, MOX,
and S70/90XS feature buttons with the

CONTROL

has

no

following names: FILE, UTILITY, EDIT, JOB,
and STORE.
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N avigatio n and data en t ry

Depending on the selected Play mode

One „block“ on the control panel to the left

(Voice, Performance, Multi/Mixing/Song,

the cursor buttons to navigate within the

Master) this button calls up the correspon-

display can be found: [◄▼▲►]

ding Edit mode. As soon as a parameter

the Flash Memory of the MOTIF XF series

was changed, this button can be used to
trigger the „Compare“ function, allowing
you to quickly compare the resulting

from the instrument. Furthermore, storage

changes in comparison to the parameter‘s

media are prepared and organized from

original values.

this menu. In addition, you are able to
record and play back audio signals.
The MOTIF-RACK XS has no FILE button
and no USB TO DEVICE port to operated
storage media. Here, all data backup is
done via the USB TO HOST interface using
a bulk dump to a connected computer
instead.

which affect the system of the instrument

they can be used to change a value in the
smallest possible step - for fast and large
value jumps it is recommended to use the
DATA wheel.

those familiar questions like „Are you really
shure?“ The ENTER button confirms data

is very different for each of the different

entry or storage operations when a dialog

modes of the instruments. It would take

prompts you to.

several pages to completely describe all
of the functions. Many experienced users
might have missed the formerly available
„INIT“ button, that allowed users to initialize
a program of the different play modes. This
function is now incorporated as a „Job“.
ing or deleting things, eg a Pattern, Events,

Since there are no jobs on the MOTIFRACK XS, there is no such button.

as a whole. Here parameters such as,

There are no [INC/YES] and [DEC/NO]
buttons on the MOTIF-RACK XS, MOX
and S70/90XS on the other hand have an
additional [SHIFT] button which has a
special function assigned, depending on
the current mode.
F un ctio n b utto ns
Below the display of the MOTIF XS/XF
and MOX the Function buttons F1-F6 and
SF1-SF6 are located. These are used in
combination with the display, hence their

for example, the total volume of the tone

STORE

generator or the tuning are available.

The main function of this button is to save

You can adapt the display design to your

have alternate functions. With INC/DEC

This button calls up the Job menu - which

Tracks, etc.
The UTILITY menu offers several functions

The buttons [INC / YES] and [DEC / NO]

With YES/NO they are used to answer

J OB

Other functions are - only in part - copyUTILITY

03|2012

EDIT

devices, volatile or non-volatile RAM, and

this menu is used to load or save data

G U I DE

function varies accordingly to the current
mode.

your work to the
memory of the in-

personal preferences, set network settings

strument,

or determine an auto-load-file.

based on the dif-

again

ferent modes and
For MOTIF XS, MOTIF-RACK XS, and

available

MOTIF XF the settings for the optional

memory locations.

FireWire card can be found.
Another very important area is submenu
„Control“. Apart from the controller as-

user

On the MOTIF XS/
XF this button has

If NUM appears in the display, the Func-

the alternate function „SET LOCATE“, which

tion buttons - now assigned to the numbers

is used in connection with the song-control,

printed below - can be used for the direct

just like „SCENE STORE“ (MOTIF XS/XF, and

input of values.

signments another submenu features the

MOX).

MIDI-related settings, like the interface

Since the MOTIF-RACK XS does not feature

(MIDI, USB, mLAN), and synchronization

a sequencer, these alternate function are

This button - called „REMOTE ON/OFF“

not required.

or „DAW REMOTE“ - is reserved to the

The buttons SONG, PATTERN, MIXING,

allows to remotely control music production

and MULTI call up the respective modes,

softwares like Cubase, Logic Pro, SONAR,

that have already been discussed in the

etc. This is especially useful for controlling

previous section of this guide.

the software‘s sequencer functions, for

settings in conjunction with other devices or
software. On the MOTIF XF you can also
access the Waveform list of the optional
Flash Memory.

REMOTE b utto n

keyboard versions of the MOTIF-series and

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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example to control the transport functions

SEQ UE N CER TRAN S P ORT

directly from the keyboard. However it is

Found again only on the models MOTIF

necessary to correctly set up the DAW, in

XS/XF and MOX with built-in sequencers -

some cases to install additional software.

these buttons are largely self-explanatory,
simply

On the MOTIF XS/XF there is a central
[ARPEGGIO ON/OFF] button to control
the Arpeggiator. The MOX features an
EDIT]

button

the

control

of

the

sequencer.

A R P EGGIO bu t ton(s)

[ARPEGGIO

allowing

G U I DE

to

directly

They are used in combination with the
control panel (Control Section) with its
faders and knobs, and will be discussed in the next part of this series. The
[ASSIGNABLE FUNCTION] buttons and

enter the screen-supported ARP EDIT mode.

their the various possibilities are described

The Function buttons below the display of

later, too.

the MOTIF XS/XF and MOX can be used
to select the current Arpeggio Phrase. On
the S70/90 XS there is a separate keypad
above the zone faders.

EFFECT but tons
To the left of the display of the MOTIF XS/XF
and MOX there are three buttons to
enable/disable the effects. Insert, System
and Master effect can be switched here
separately, without having to enter an edit
mode. This feature is very useful to quickly
compare two Voices without effects or for
recording situations where external effect
units are to be used.
On the S70/90 XS the five buttons
[ARP SELECT - EFFECT ON/OFF] to the left
of the display can be used for this purpose.

The Authors
Peter Krischker			
Works for Yamaha since 1991 as a sound designer and
synthesizer specialist, he also runs his own sound distribution
EASY SOUNDS.

OCTAVE and
TR A NSPOS E bu t tons

pkrischker@t-online.de
www.easysounds.de

The MOTIF XS/XF features [OCTAVE] but-

Hans-Peter Henkel (alias hape13)

tons, which can be used to shift the octave

Keyboardist in several bands since 32 years. Is also involved

of the keyboard. The MOX and S70/90 XS
have additional [TRANSPOSE] buttons on
the control panel to transpose the pitch of
the keyboard in semitone steps.
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as a mentor at the Yamaha Synthforum and author for the
Music Production Guide.
hp@hape13.de
www.hape13.de
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„ Matt N ola n “ Cy m b a l S o u n d s
for Ya ma h a DTX900
User Kit Nr. 7 in DTX900 – Matt Nolan 7

We now have converted
the free „Matt Nolan“

• Drumsounds Oak Custom

cymbal sounds for the

• 16” B15 Crash, 18” B15 Crash

DTX900.

• 20” Stainless Billowing Ride

If you equip your DTX900 with

User Kit Nr. 8 in DTX900 – Matt Nolan 8

sample memory, you can load new

• High Crusher – Snare closed rim

sound sets into your DTX900.

• Low Crusher – Snare open rim

TIP: There are other sound sets in the

• Heavy Gong Kick 1 - Bassdrum

download section of the Yamaha website:

• Wobbly Gong – Crash 1

www.yamaha.com

• Bat Head Gong – Crash 2
• Naan Gong – Ride (three zones,
different Naan Gongs)
User Kit Nr. 9 in DTX900 – Matt Nolan 9
• High Crusher – Snare closed rim

But before you load the new sets into your

User Kit Nr. 2 in DTX900 – Matt Nolan 2

•

Low Crusher – Snare open rim

•

Heavy Gong Kick 2 - Bassdrum

• Spinning Moon – Crash 1

DTX900, you should save your settings on

• Drumsounds Maple Custom

• Chiiiing – Crash 2

a USB stick.

• 16” B8 Crash, 18” B8 Crash

• Small Kinda Tuned Gong – Ride (on

After loading the file „DTX900MN.T3A“,

• 22” B8 Dark Ride

We stay tuned ... and will supply you with

the samples are stored in your DTX900.
You can use the sounds with other drum

User Kit Nr. 3 in DTX900 – Matt Nolan 3

kits and put together your own kits. If you

• Drumsounds Maple Custom

change the drum kits, do not forget to save

• 16” B8 Crash, 18” B8 Crash

your new settings on a USB stick to an „All
Data“ file.
TIP: To change the volume ratios of the

• 20” B5 Dimpled Ride
User Kit Nr. 4 in DTX900 – Matt Nolan 4

cymbal zones, proceed as follows:

• Drumsounds Oak Custom

Press „Drumkit“ - F2 „Voice“ - SF5

• 16” B15 Crash, 18” B15 Crash

„Source“ (gets Input) - hit the desired

• 20” B15 Medium Ride

zone - SF2 „Out/Tune“ - use cursor keys
to select Volume or Tune - make your
changes - press Enter / Store - confirm
I have programmed the following kits for
you:
User Kit Nr. 1 in DTX900 – Matt Nolan 1

User Kit Nr. 5 in DTX900 – Matt Nolan 5
• Drumsounds Oak Custom

new sound settings for your Yamaha DTX
drums.
Your Ralf Mersch

How to get
the Soundset
This free soundset can be requested by
sending an e-mail containing the keyword
„Matt Nolan Cymbals DTX900“ to:
musicproduction@easysounds.de
DTX900 users will receive an e-mail from
EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link
where the file can be downloaded.

• 16” B15 Crash, 18” B15 Crash

In addition you are automatically registered

• 22” B15 Dark Ride

for the free Music Production Guide.

User Kit Nr. 6 in DTX900 – Matt Nolan 6

• Drumsounds Maple Custom

• Drumsounds Oak Custom

• 16” B8 Crash, 18” B8 Crash

• 16” B15 Crash, 18” B15 Crash

• 20” B8 Bronze Dark Ride

• 20” Secret Alloy Bronze Ride

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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Funky-D r u mki t s
f or Ya ma h a DT X 700

It‘s going to get funky... I‘ve
put together ten different funk
sets from the internal sounds by
changing many parameters such as
tuning, muffling, and effects. Also
one or the other bass drum and
snare drum sound from the „EASY
SOUNDS - MOTIF Drum Performer“
series was added.

Of course and as always you also have the

ded. In this case, you should copy the file

possibility to modify each drum kit to your

„700_FUNK.T7A“ from the new „ALL“

liking.

folder on your harddisk into the „ALL“ folder

TIP: Please save your settings on a USB
stick before loading the drum kits into your

on your stick. Please do not overwrite your
existing folders.
I‘m sure there‘s a beautiful kit for you

DTX700. Press:
MENU – FILE - SAVE – ALL – „enter a
name“ – EXECUTE – CONFIRM

included in this file. DTX700 features a Kit &
Master EQ and lots of great effects that you
should try. Make your own drums sound

TIP: By using the „Resonance Level“ feature
you can define the resonation of the toms.
The „Snare Buzz“ feature changes the buzz
of the snares. Press „Menu“ - „Kit“ - „Pad“
- use the knob to scroll all the way down

perfect.
The following drum kits are loaded into
your DTX700:
• Kit 51. DEEP FUNK  

- alter „Snare Buzz“ & „Resonance Level“ -

• Kit 52. PITCH FUNK  

press „Store“ and confirm.

• Kit 53. OAK FUNK

How to get
the Soundset

As soon as you downloaded the file

• Kit 54. SPACE FUNK

This free soundset can be requested by

„DTX700_FUNK“, extract the zip file and

• Kit 55. METAL FUNK

sending an e-mail containing the keyword

copy the entire Yamaha folder to your

• Kit 56. ACID FUNK

„Mersch DTX700 Funksets“ to:

USB stick. The DTX700 needs this folder
structure. Now load the settings into your
DTX700. Press:
MENU – FILE – LOAD – ALL –
„700_FUNK.T7A“

–

EXECUTE

–

CONFIRM
If you use the same USB stick on which

• Kit 57. NICE FUNK

musicproduction@easysounds.de

• Kit 58. VINTAGE FUNK

DTX700 users will receive an e-mail from

• Kit 59. DRY FUNK

EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link

• Kit 60. JAZZ FUNK

where the file can be downloaded.

Looking forward to the next series
Your Ralf Mersch

In addition you are automatically registered
for the free Music Production Guide.

you already have stored your settings, the
same folder structure is already provi-
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Music Pr od u ct i o n G uid e s –
c o mpl et e a r ch i v e o n l i n e

On the last page of the Music Production Guide a link can
be found to download a zip-file containing all previous
editions (in the Box „Music Production Guide History“).
In addition, we now offer all readers the opportunity to access all previous issues online. So the Guides archive is available from everywhere
you‘ve got connection to the internet.
After entering the access data, simply click on the relevant issue in
order to open it for reading.
The link to the German editions:
http://easysounds.macbay.de/MusicProductionGuides_DE
The link to the English editions:
http://easysounds.macbay.de/MusicProductionGuides_EN
Login:
Name: musicpro
Password: guide

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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Ne w Ya ma h a Go o d i e :
MOX „S ou n d & G r o o v e K i t “

The free MOX „Sound & Groove Kit“ is available for all registered users of the MOX.
This soundset includes an „Electronic & Dance“ soundlibrary featuring 128 Voices - a selection of the best synth-sounds from the EASY
SOUNDS soundlibraries for the MOTIF series.
In addition, the package includes a WAV loop pool with drums, synths, vocals, sound effects and atmospheres for Cubase AI and other DAWs.
Registration for this goodie is done by writing an informal e-mail with the keyword „MOX“ to this e-mail address:
motifnews@easysounds.de

EASY SOUNDS Soundsets fo r MO X
The popular MOTIF soundlibrary from EASY SOUNDS will be available shortly in the MOX format.
The following products are in preparation:
• Yamaha MOX „Xtasyn“
• Yamaha MOX „Synth Xtreme“
• Yamaha MOX „Magical Pads“
• Yamaha MOX „Stage & Studio“
• Yamaha MOX „Phat Analog“
• Yamaha MOX „Organ Session“
• Yamaha MOX „Hypnotic Stepz“
• Yamaha MOX „Chill Xperience“
• Yamaha MOX „Mystic Spheres“
• Yamaha MOX „Dance Xpanded“

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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Y amah a C P 1 A r t is t P e r f o r m a n c es
A free soundset available in excellent quality is abvailable for every CP1 user.
A total of 64 Performances were programmed by renowned sound designers Johannes Waehneldt and Peter Jung on behalf of Yamaha Music
Europe.
The soundset can be requested by sending an e-mail to
motifnews@easysounds.de
containing the keyword „CP1 Artist“.
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS containing a link where the file can
be downloaded.
In addition you are automatically registered for the free subscription of
the Music Production Guide.

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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MOTI F X F
Fl ash M emo r y
Conte n t

third

The orchestra library produced by Prof. Dr.

This free content for the MOTIF XF can be

party software vendors to offer

Peter Jung (Duisburg-Essen, Germany) is

requested by sending an e-mail containing

an extensive amount of free and

based on recordings that were created over

optional Flash Memory content for

the past five years with the participation of

registered MOTIF XF users.

two well-known Central European sympho-

Yamaha

The

flash

is

working

memory

with

content

package

ny orchestras.

„Inspiration In A Flash“ make a perfect first

The recorded sounds are very lively and au-

stock for a sample-library of up to 2 GB for

thentic. Some feature delicate impressions

the non-volatile Flash Memory of the MOTIF

of „disturbances“ that are typical for strings,

XF. This content package contains three new

such as the sound of slightly hitting the in-

User Voice Banks, 353 User Waveforms,

strument body with the bow. All recordings

458 MB of Samples and 12 User Drum Kits.

were digitally processed on PCs, collabora-

It focusses on the sound categories piano,

ting with well-known sound designers.

organ, brass & reeds, pads, synths, oriental
instruments and drums.

motifnews@easysounds.de
The MOTIF XF user will receive an e-mail
from EASY SOUNDS with a password and
a link where the file can be downloaded.
In addition you are automatically registered
for the free Music Production Guide.

Voice bank also contains sounds of categories like Electric Organ, Pipe Organ, Acou-

loaded into the volatile SDRAM of the

stic Piano, and Electric Piano.

installed.

phonic“ to:

In addition to the orchestra sounds the

These Voice Banks can be individually

MOTIF XF, if no Flash Memory Module is

the keywords „MOTIF XF Inspiration & Sym-

To be able to load the complete All-file a
Flash Expansion Memory Module (512 MB

The „Symphonic Orchestra Library“ fea-

or 1 GB) is required. Single Voices can also

tures 128 User Voices, 34 User Waveforms

be loaded into the SDRAM memory of the

and 336 MB Samples (979 Keybanks).

MOTIF XF (volatile sample memory).
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MOTI F X S :
Europ ea n L o y a l t y P r o g r a m a n d
Or ie nta l S ou n ds e t
The „European Loyalty Program” offers MOTIF XS users free additional but nonetheless high-class content.
It is mainly a premium Voice and sample library produced by EASY SOUNDS in collaboration with Yamaha Music Europe which contains
the following:
• The 3-layers Yamaha S700 stereo piano (32 MB compressed)
• „Sweet Voices“ and new choir and scatvoices from the Yamaha Tyros
• Best-of compilations of optional soundsets from EASY SOUNDS
• A WAV pool containing 200 WAV files with 93 MB in total
The MOTIF XS soundset „Oriental Instruments & Percussion“ was produced by turkish musicians and contains the following:
• 36 Performances
• 128 Voices
• 9 User Drum Voices
• 113 User Waveforms / 84 MB Samples of oriental instruments
• 6 Turkish Authentic Micro Tunings
„Oriental Instruments“ is developed for the use in both traditional and modern turkish music and is based on authentic samples of oriental
musical instruments. Nonetheless these special oriental instruments can be used in music styles like pop, world, chill out, ambient and whatever you can imagine.
To register for the Loyalty program and the Oriental Soundset simply write an e-mail with the keyword „MOTIF XS Goodies“ to:
motifnews@easysounds.de
As soon as the registration process is complete the MOTIF XS user will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where
the file can be downloaded. In addition you are automatically registered for the free Music Production Guide.

S 90 XS / S 7 0 X S:
S o und p a ck a g e
A free „Soundpackage“ with additional high-class content is available for S90 XS / S70 XS users.
This Soundpackage is produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe and contains the following:
• Soundset „Pop & Dance“ - 128 professional Voices from the EASY SOUNDS library
• Soundset „Vocoder Dreamz“ containing 40 Vocoder-Voices
• The WAV pool contains 200 WAV files with a total size of 93 MB
This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „S90 XS / S70 XS Soundpackage“ to:
motifnews@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded. In addition you are
automatically registered for the free Music Production Guide.
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MOTI F- RACK X S :
Sound & In fop a c k a g e
MOTIF-RACK XS users can obtain the free „Sound & Infopackage“ that‘s produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract
to Yamaha Music Europe.
The software package contains a Soundset (128 Voices), a WAV pool with 200 loops and audio-phrases, a demo song, and a comprehensive
guide plus tips & tricks.
This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „MOTIF-RACK XS Sound & Infopackage“ to:
motifnews@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded. In addition you are
automatically registered for the free Music Production Guide.

S90 ES , MOTIF -RAC K E S , MO 6/ MO 8 :
Sound & In fop a c k a g e
Users of the MO6 / MO8, S90 ES, and MOTIF-RACK ES can obtain a free Sound & Infopackage that‘s produced by
EASY SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe.
This includes the soundset „Pop Xpanded“ with 192 profesional live- and arpeggio-sounds. Furthermore a comprehensive documentation and
other useful files are included.
This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „Pop Xpanded“ to:
motifnews@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded. In addition you are
automatically registered for the free Music Production Guide.

TENORI - ON:
Eur ope a n V o i ce & S a m p l e b a n k
Yamaha Music Europe and EASY SOUNDS provide their free soundlibrary „European Voice & Samplebank“ to all
Tenori-On users.
The downloadable file (48 MB) contains the following:
• 18 Tenori-On User Voices (Samplings)
• 4 Tenori-On Demos (AllBlock-Files)
• 268 Samples in WAV-Format (19 MB)
• Comprehensive PDF documentation
This free sound library can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „Tenori-On European“ to:
motifnews@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded. In addition you are
automatically registered for the free Music Production Guide.
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F re e D r u m ki t s
f or DT X 9 0 0 &  DT XTREMEI I I
Yamaha offers free content for DTX900K, DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.
There are five content packages available for downloading:
• Extra Content 1 - Jazz Kit (4 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 2 - Rock Kit (13 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 3 - Electronic Kit (15 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 4 - Vintage Kit (6 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 5 - Oak Kit (6 Drum Kits)
Altogether there are 44 Drum Kits (containing 150 MB samples) available.
For more information and the download links visit:
http://dtxdrums.yamaha.com
Go to the Downloads / Driver and Software section.
O ce an Way Drums DTXPANSION Kit
These three Drum Kits have been produced by Yamaha‘s sound designer Dave Polich and are based on the sample library from Ocean Way
(Sonic Reality).
The Drum Kits feature a very complex programming containing multiple velocity layers. You can download the file at:
http://www.dtxperience.com/dtxpansion.php

F re e D r u m ki t s
f or th e DT X -M U LTI 1 2
Yamaha provides 25 high quality Drum Kits (75 MB) for the DTX-MULTI 12 for free download.
It is the same content that has been available for some time now for DTX900K, DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.
Here‘s an overview of the available Kits, which are divided into two files:
File 1 = Acoustic Kits
• Jazz Maple (5 variations)
• Oak X Single (5 variations)
• Vintage (5 variations)
• Rock Single (5 variations)
File 2 = Electronic Kits
• ClasscDance
• Classic RX
• Drum’n’Bass
• HipHop90bpm
• House 128bpm   
More information and download links can be found here:
http://download.yamaha.com
First select your country and then enter DTX-MULTI12 into the search form.
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DTX- MULTI 12 S o u n d s e t :
„Or ie nta l Per cussi o n “
The DTX Electronic Percussion Pad MULTI-12 uses many of the high-end features and sounds from the DTX and
MOTIF series and provides an optimum tool for live drumming, productions or rehearsals.
With over 1,200 high-class sounds - including newly-developed drum, percussion and keyboard sounds - the DTX-12 MULTI enriches any
musical situation. Up to 200 User Sets can be programmed and added with effects to get ready for every conceivable musical style with the
best sounds around. In addition, the large 64MB Flash-ROM Wave-Memory can be filled with additional samples which then can be assigned
to the Pads.
Now the brand new soundset „Oriental Percussion“ for the DTX-MULTI 12 is available for registered users. It is provided by EASY SOUNDS on
behalf of Yamaha Music Europe - free of charge.
The download package includes the following:
• 50 Patterns
• 24 Kits
• 132 User Waves (18 MB Samples)
The soundset has been designed primarily for traditional and modern Turkish music. It‘s based on authentic samples of oriental percussion
instruments.
The oriental instruments are however well suited for use in other music styles such as Pop, World, Chill Out, Ambient, etc.
„Oriental Percussion“ was programmed by the Turkish musician and producer Mert Topel.
Since 1990 Mert Topel is working as a musician with nationally and internationally known pop and rock stars such as Tarkan (1993-2008) and
many others. Mert recorded several albums as a producer of jazz, fusion, rock bands, and singers like Kirac, Mor ve Otesi, Gülden Goksen,
Grizu etc. He also has his own jazz-rock band „Fenomen“, which published its first album in 2006 - with very good response from jazz lovers.
Right now his band is working on a second album. Another project is a collaboration with Alper Maral in the production of an electro-acousticoriented album called „The Voltage Control Project“, which appears in 2010.
The DTX-12 MULTI Patterns produced by Mert Topel should inspire the musician in the first place and serve as basis for his own music productions.
This free soundset can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „DTX-M12 Oriental“ to:
motifnews@easysounds.de
The user will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded. In addition you are automatically registered for the free Music Production Guide.
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F re e Tu t or i a l DVD
f or MOT IF X S / X F U s e r s
The free tutorial DVD „The World of MOTIF XS“ (English language) is available for all registered european MOTIF XS and MOTIF XF users.
The DVD procures comprehensive instructions on how to use a MOTIF XS in a music production environment. The running time of over 3 hours covers deep insights in topics like interactive Arpeggios, live performances, sampling, recording sessions, Cubase AI and much more.
Although the instructions refer to the MOTIF XS, this DVD is of interest for MOTIF XF users,
because the XS‘ operation is substantially the same concept.
To request this DVD simply write an e-mail to:
musicproduction@yamaha.de
Please give your name, address, serial number of your MOTIF XS or MOTIF XF, and the keyword „The World of MOTIF XS“ - even if you already are a registered MOTIF XS user.
Important note: This DVD can not be shipped outside Europe!

Cubas e A I Tu t o r i a l Vi d e o s
for r egist er ed us e r s
Thanks to the cooperation between Yamaha and Steinberg most of
the recent instruments and mixing desks from the Yamaha Music
Production range have the DAW software Cubase AI included – for
those who do not own a DAW software yet this is one good reason
more to buy from Yamaha. Even more Cubase AI is a music production tool with functions which were exclusive for high-end studios not
very long time ago.
Even better: European customers buying a Yamaha Music Production
instrument with included Cubase AI software are qualified to request
a free English language tutorial CD from ASK Video containing 23
videos on how to use Cubase AI4.
The CD is English language only and only available as long stocks
last. So better be quick – request your CD by sending an e-mail
containing the serial number of your Yamaha instrument and your
name and address to:
musicproduction@yamaha.de
MOTIF XS users can order this CD in combination with the tutorial DVD „The World
of MOTIF XS“.
Important note: This CD-ROM can not be shipped outside Europe!
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Option a l s ou n d s e t s f o r
MOTI F- Ser i es / S- S e r i e s / MO
„ Xtasyn“

„Hypnotic Stepz“

Up-to-date synth and drum sounds for dance,
trance, pop, and electronic. Phat leads &
synthcomps, pads, FX. Special attack Waveforms for punchy sounds

For users having a penchant for stepsequencers and analogue synth sounds. Synth
sounds, drums and sequences are impres
sively combined

„FM Xpanded – Vol . 1:
Electric Piano & Clavinet“

„Magical Pads“

Sample-based FM sounds with very high dynamic and authenticity, which are heavily
based on classic DX7 sounds, but also offer
new and innovative creations

Provides warm, analogue pad sounds with
huge atmosphere. Refined with sweeps,
swells, synthbrasses, atmo-sounds, and musical sound effects

„Phat Analog“

„Mystic Spheres“

Synthleads,
pads
&
more!
Time
less Voice and sample library with a
Minimoog emulation (Leadsynths) and JP-8
sounds. The ultimate analogue extension!

The ultimate Ambient + Electronic set. It contains atmospheres, pads, sound effects, spacy
synth leads, trance sounds, vocal pads, and
analogue vintage sounds

„Chill Xp erience“

„Vocoder Dreamz“

Soundset for Chill Out, Lounge, Ambient,
New Age, Electronic, and related genres.
These sounds offer a high level of musical
inspiration

Combines vocoder Voices, vocal phrase kits,
and drum loop kits. The vocal phrases and
drum loops are controlled by User Arpeggios.
Its speciality is the vocoder choirs

„Drum Performer“

„Organ Session“

Lavishly produced ‘Real Drums’ for extremely
realistic sound; dry, fat and punchy. Extreme
range of sounds achieved by different recording techniques

This set is an impressive emulation of the
legendary Hammond B3. Smacky organ
sounds with concise key click and controllable
percussion. Perfect for Rock, Pop and Jazz

„Stage & Studio“
The ultimate top 40 and live set! Contains
the most important standard instruments and
synth sounds for live musicians. Outstanding
performance and power

General Information:
The above sound sets are available for the following devices:
• MOTIF XF, MOTIF XS, MOTIF ES, MOTIF-RACK XS,
		 MOTIF-RACK ES, S90 XS, S70 XS, S90 ES, MO6, MO8

„Dance Xpanded“
Sounds for Dance, Trance, Electronic, Chill
Out, Pop. The Voices include atmospheres,
pads, leads, synth basses, chord synths, gated
pads, and arpsounds

• The sound sets ‘FM Xpanded’, Drum Performer and
		 ‘Vocoder Dreamz’ are available exclusively for MOTIF XS
		 and MOTIF XF
Each sound set contains 128 Voices. Depending on the device,
additional content such as Performances, Samples, User Arpeggios, and WAV Loops are included. Further details can be found on
www.easysounds.de

„Synth Xtreme“

Price per soundset= 35,- EUR

Offers a vast range of fat, analogue synth
sounds of the highest quality. Suitable for
Trance, Electronic, Techno, and many other
genres of trendy pop music

The soundsets are available from:
EASY SOUNDS – Peter Krischker
vertrieb@easysounds.de
http://www.easysounds.de
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Impr int & fu r t h e r Lin ks

Important websites
for MOTIF users
Official international Yamaha website for synthesizers
including a comprehensive download section
http://www.yamahasynth.com/

Yamaha
Music Production Guide
The official News Guide about the Yamaha Music Production product series and Computer Music Instruments
Published by

Official website of Yamaha Music Europe GmbH

EASY SOUNDS

http://www.yamaha-europe.com

Peter Krischker

American MOTIF support website including message

Am Langberg 97 A

board + KEYFAX webshop + „XSpand Your World“
downloads
http://www.motifator.com/

D-21033 Hamburg
Telephone: +49 40 - 738 62 23
in cooperation with

EASY SOUNDS website + webshop sounds and

Yamaha Music Europe GmbH

USB sticks for Yamaha synths

Siemensstraße 43

http://www.easysounds.de

D-25462 Rellingen
Telephone: +49 41 01 - 30 30

John Melas MOTIF Site
Editor softwares for the MOTIF series
http://www.jmelas.gr/motif/

e-mail: motifnews@easysounds.de
The

free

Music

Production

Guide

contains

news,

tips & tricks, software offers, and interviews on and
around

Music Production Guide
History
You can download all English editions already pub-

Yamaha

synthesizers

of

the

MOTIF

series,

S series, MO series, MM series, Tenori-On, and articles
about recording, software, and Computer Music Instruments.

lished as one single ZIP file using this link to the EASY

You can subscribe or unsubscribe to the free Music Produc-

SOUNDS website:

tion Guide by sending an informal e-mail to:

http://www.easysounds.eu/NewsGuides_E.zip
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